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Press Release 

AutoForm R8 – Streamlined Digital Process Chain 

Wilen b. Wollerau, Switzerland, January 17, 2019: AutoForm Engineering GmbH, the 
leading supplier of software solutions for the sheet metal forming industry, has unveiled 
its latest software version AutoForm R8. This release brings new features and important 
enhancements to support customers in streamlining the digital process chain. It is 
particularly beneficial for users working on topics related to progressive dies, springback 
compensation as well as on parts produced from patchwork blanks. 

AutoForm R8 allows users to streamline the digital process chain through a new set of important 
features and enhancements. During the development of this version AutoForm was focused on 
topics that were emphasized by many users in last year’s customer survey. 

AutoForm R8 leads to improved strip layout definition: First, users can define the layout for a single 
or double part and then, they can quickly evaluate and compare different nesting options. This 
software version allows for the easy prediction of potential blank shape and nesting, the 
minimization of material usage as well as the early prediction of part costs. In addition, the new 
feature for webs design enables users not only to use predefined shapes but also to model desired 
shapes with just a few commands. 

This software version also offers more options for springback compensation. AutoForm R8 allows 
engineers to use real measurements, rather than virtual ones, for compensation. As the 
compensation is based on arbitrary geometries, part simulation results are not required. As a result, 
tools can be compensated using external data from various sources, such as measurement, 
hemming simulation or assembly simulation. This flexibility in sourcing data for springback 
compensation allows users to increase their use case coverage. 

Finally, AutoForm R8 enables users to engineer a feasible stamping process for patchwork blanks. 
Simulation can now be used as a reliable means to estimate part formability and to test various 
sizes and configurations of patchwork blanks. 

Dr. Markus Thomma, Corporate Marketing Director at AutoForm Engineering, stated: “Our 
customer’s satisfaction with our products and services is of the greatest importance to us. The 
feedback and input we received regarding desired new features and enhancements was gathered 
through close collaboration with our customers worldwide and was of great value during the 
development of this release. All of the new enhancements and functionalities developed in 
AutoForm R8 support our users to improve and facilitate their daily work. With AutoForm R8, they 
are well equipped to reach new goals and to further streamline the digital process chain.” 

 

About AutoForm Engineering GmbH 
AutoForm offers software solutions for the die-making and sheet metal forming industries along the entire 
process chain. With over 350 employees dedicated to this field, AutoForm is recognized as the leading 
provider of software for product manufacturability, tool and material cost calculation, die face design and 
virtual process optimization. All of the Top 20 automotive OEMs and most of their suppliers have selected 
AutoForm as their software of choice. Besides its headquarters in Switzerland, AutoForm has offices in 
Germany, The Netherlands, France, Spain, Italy, Czech Republic, Sweden, USA, Mexico, Brazil, India, China, 
Japan and Korea. AutoForm is also present through its agents in more than 15 other countries. For detailed 
information please visit: www.autoform.com 
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With AutoForm R8, users can first easily define the layout for a single or double part and then 
different nesting options can be quickly evaluated and compared. 
 
 

 

AutoForm R8 allows for the springback compensation based on arbitrary geometries thus 
simulation results are not required. The real scanned parts, typically STL files, can be used as the 
basis for compensation. 
 
 
 
If you need a high resolution image, please contact us. 


